In case you need to contact the Tutors, please email them only during their scheduled shifts. Students must send email from their CIX account and include the following information:
   - Full name, EmplID, Course, Instructor

### TUTORS

**BB: Computer Science Tutor 1**
Vanessa Li: vli.vanessali@gmail.com

**BB: Computer Science Tutor 2**
Omr A: Omr.Abdelhamed@cix.csi.cuny.edu

**BB: Computer Science Tutor 3**
Cai' Andy: jiangzhongcai77@gmail.com

**BB: Computer Science Tutor 4**
Luis Carazas: carazasluis@gmail.com

**BB: Computer Science Tutor 5**
Feng: Feng.Chen2@cix.csi.cuny.edu

### Schedule: Monday - Thursday

**Monday**
Omr: 10am-11:30am  
Vanessa: 11:30am-2:30pm  
Cai: 2:30pm-4pm, 4:30pm-6pm

**Tuesday**
Cai: 2:30pm-4pm, 4:30pm-6:30pm  
Feng: 11:30am-2pm, 2:30pm-4pm

**Wednesday**
Omr: 10am-12pm  
Feng: 2:30pm-4pm, Feng: 4:30pm-6:30pm

**Thursday**
Omr: 1pm-2:30pm  
Vanessa: 2:30pm-4:30pm  
Luis: 3pm-5pm, **St. George Lab (and Remote Availability)**